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ABSTRACT

A sputtering device includes a main body and a loading device received in the main body. The main body includes a top portion, a bottom portion, a sidewall connected between the top portion and the bottom portion, an upper bearing mounted on the top portion, and a lower bearing mounted on the bottom portion. The loading device includes an outer frame, an inner frame received in the outer frame, and a gear device arranged between the outer frame and the inner frame. The outer frame is rotatably connected to the upper bearing and includes a plurality of first rods arranged in a first circle. The inner frame is rotatably connected to the lower bearing and includes a plurality of second rods arranged in a second circle. The gear device is configured for rotating the outer frame and the inner frame in opposite directions.
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CROSS REFERENCE


BACKGROUND

[0002] 1. Technical Field
[0003] The present disclosure relates to sputtering devices and, particularly, to a loading device and a sputtering device using the same.
[0004] 2. Description of the Related Art
[0005] Sputtering devices usually include a loading device. The loading device usually includes a rotary plate and a plurality of rods mounted on the rotary plate. The rods are arranged in a circle and configured for loading workpieces. In use, a motor rotates the rotary plate so that the workpieces can be uniformly coated. To increase coating efficiency, more rod circles are needed. However, this can cause interference between the rods in different circles, thereby degrading the coating uniformity of the workpieces.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0006] Many aspects of the present circuit board assembly could be better understood with reference to the accompanying drawings. The components in the drawings are not necessarily drawn to scale, the emphasis instead being placed upon clearly illustrating the principles of the circuit board assembly. Moreover, in the drawings, like reference numerals designate corresponding parts throughout the several views.
[0007] FIG. 1 is a schematic view of a sputtering device including a loading device, according to an exemplary embodiment.
[0008] FIG. 2 is an isometric, schematic view of the loading device of the sputtering device of FIG. 1.
[0009] FIG. 3 is a cross-sectional, bottom view of the loading device along line III-III of FIG. 2.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0010] Embodiments of the present mold will now be described in detail below and with reference to the drawings.
[0011] FIGS. 1-3 show a sputtering device 100 according to an exemplary embodiment. The sputtering device 100 includes a main body 10, a loading device 20, a gear device 30, and a driving device 40.
[0012] The main body 10 is a substantially hollow cylinder and includes a plate-shaped top portion 101, a plate-shaped bottom portion 102 opposite to the top portion 101, and a tubular sidewall 103 perpendicularly connecting the top portion 101 and the bottom portion 102. The top portion 101 is parallel to the bottom portion 102. An upper bearing 1011 is mounted on the inner surface of the top portion 101. A lower bearing 1021 is mounted on the inner surface of the lower portion 102. The upper bearing 1011 is coaxial with the lower bearing 1021 along an axis A-A. A pair of target members 1031 are mounted opposite to each other on the inner surface of the sidewall 103. In alternative embodiments, only one target 1031 can be employed instead and is mounted on the inner surface of the sidewall 103.
[0013] The loading device 20 includes an outer frame 21 and an inner frame 22. The outer frame 21 includes a first plate 211, a second plate 212, a plurality of first rods 213, and an upper connection portion 214. The first plate 211 and the second plate 212 are ring-shaped and coaxial with each other along the axis A. The first plate 211 is adjacent to the top portion 101. The second plate 212 is adjacent to the bottom portion 102 and comprises an inner circumferential surface and an outer circumferential surface. The inner circumferential surface of the second plate 212 is toothed and forms a plurality of inner teeth 2121. The first rods 213 are arranged uniformly between the first plate 211 and the second plate 212 and are arranged in a first circle. The distance between two adjacent first rods 213 is designated as “D”. Each of the first rods 213 is substantially a circular rod and includes two ends, which are rotatably connected respectively to the first plate 211 and the second plate 212. Each first rod 213 is configured for loading workpieces (not shown). The upper connection portion 214 includes a first pole 2141, a second pole 2142 connecting with the first pole 2141, and an upper shaft portion 2143 positioned at the joint between the first pole 2141 and the second pole 2142. The free ends of the first pole 2141 and the second pole 2142 are connected to the first plate 211 and are opposite to the first rods 213. The upper shaft portion 2143 is configured to rotatably connect to the upper bearing 1011.
[0014] The inner frame 22 is received in the outer frame 21 and includes a third plate 221, a fourth plate 222 coaxial with the third plate 221 and the first plate 211, a plurality of second rods 223, and an lower connection portion 224. The third plate 221 and the fourth plate 222 are ring-shaped and respectively adjacent to the top portion 101 and the bottom portion 102. The fourth plate 222 comprises an inner circumferential surface and an outer circumferential surface. The outer circumferential surface of the fourth plate 222 is toothed and forms a plurality of outer teeth 2221. The second rods 223 are configured for loading workpieces and uniformly arranged between the third plate 221 and the fourth plate 222 generally in a second circle. Each of the second rods 223 is generally circular and includes two ends rotatably connected to the third plate 221 and the fourth plate 222. The diameter of each second rod 223 is less than the distance D. The lower connection portion 224 includes a third pole 2241, a fourth pole 2242 connecting with the third pole 2241, and an lower shaft portion 2243 positioned at the joint between the third pole 2241 and the fourth pole 2242. The free ends of the third pole 2241 and the fourth pole 2242 are connected to the fourth plate 222 and are opposite to the second rods 223. The lower shaft portion 2243 is configured for rotatably connecting to the lower bearing 1021.
[0015] The gear device 30 is arranged between the outer frame 21 and the inner frame 22. The gear device 30 includes an upper gear 31, a lower gear 32 coaxial with the upper gear 32, and a rotary shaft 33 connecting the upper gear 31 and the lower gear 32. The upper gear 31 is mounted to one end of the rotary shaft 33. The upper gear 31 engages with the inner teeth 2121. The lower gear 32 is adjacent to the upper gear 31 and mounted to the rotary shaft 33, with the rotary shaft 33 passing through the center of the lower gear 32. The lower gear 32 gearingly engages with the outer teeth 2221. The rotary shaft 33 is capable of being rotated to bring the upper gear 31 to
simultaneously rotate with the lower gear 32. The other end of the rotary shaft 33 away from the upper gear 31 is connected to the driving device 40.

[0016] The driving device 40 is mounted outside of the main body 10 and configured for driving the rotary shaft 33 to rotate. In this embodiment, the driving device 40 is a motor.

[0017] In a coating process, workpieces are loaded on the first rods 213 and the second rods 223. The driving device 40 brings the gear device 30 to rotate. Particles of the target members 1031 sputter to the outer frame 21 and the inner frame and deposit on the workpieces. The upper gear 31 brings the second plate 212 to rotate about the axis A-A. The lower gear 32 brings the fourth plate 222 to rotate about the axis A-A along a direction opposite to the direction that the outer frame 21 rotates. Thus, the first rods 213 rotate about the axis A-A opposite to the rotation of the second rods 223. The diameter of each second rod 223 is less than the distance D. Each second rod 223 can move to the gaps between two neighboring first rods 213. Thus, the first rods 213 do not block the particles from the target members 1031 when sputtering to the second rods 223. The workpieces loaded on the first rods 213 and on the second rods 223 can be uniformly coated.

[0018] It will be understood that the sputtering device 100 can include two gear devices, each gear device includes a motor, a rotary shaft, and a gear. The two gear devices are configured for respectively driving the second plate 212 and the fourth plate 222 to rotate.

[0019] It will be understood that the second plate 212 and the fourth plate 222 can be formed at the same horizontal height. The gear device 30 can only include a gear simultaneously engaging the inner teeth 2121 with the outer teeth 2221.

[0020] It will be understood that the above particular embodiments are shown and described by way of illustration only. The principles and the features of the present disclosure may be employed in various and numerous embodiments thereof without departing from the scope of the disclosure as claimed. The above-described embodiments illustrate the possible scope of the disclosure but do not restrict the scope of the disclosure.

What is claimed is:

1. A loading device, comprising:
an outer frame comprising a plurality of first rods arranged in a first circle;
an inner frame received in the outer frame and comprising a plurality of second rods arranged in a second circle; and
a gear device arranged between the outer frame and the inner frame, the gear device being configured for bringing the outer frame and the inner frame to rotate in two directions reverse to each other.

2. The loading device of claim 1, wherein the outer frame comprises a first plate and a second plate, the first rods are arranged between the first plate and the second plate, each first rod comprises two ends rotatably connected to the first plate and the second plate.

3. The loading device of claim 2, wherein the second plate comprises an inner circumferential surface, the inner circumferential surface is toothed and forms a plurality of inner teeth.

4. The loading device of claim 3, wherein the inner frame comprises a third plate and a fourth plate, the second rods are arranged between the third plate and the fourth plate, each second rod comprises two ends respectively rotatably connected to the third plate and the fourth plate.

5. The loading device of claim 4, wherein the fourth plate comprises an outer circumferential surface, the outer circumferential surface is toothed and forms a plurality of outer teeth.

6. The loading device of claim 5, wherein the gear device comprises a rotary shaft, an upper gear, and a lower gear, the upper gear is mounted to one end of the rotary shaft and engages with the inner teeth, the lower gear is adjacent to the upper gear and mounted to the rotary shaft, the rotary shaft passes through a center of the lower gear, the lower gear engages with the outer teeth.

7. The loading device of claim 1, wherein the outer frame is coaxial with the inner frame.

8. A loading device comprising:
an outer frame comprising a plurality of first rods, a first plate and a second plate, the first rods arranged between the first plate and the second plate, each of the first rods comprising two ends connected to the first plate and the second plate;
an inner frame received in the outer frame, the inner frame comprising a plurality of second rods, the inner frame comprising a third plate and a fourth plate, the second rods arranged between the third plate and the fourth plate, each of the second rods comprising two ends respectively connected to the third plate and the fourth plate;
a gear device arranged between the outer frame and the inner frame, the gear device comprising a rotary shaft, an upper gear, and a lower gear, the upper gear mounted to one end of the rotary shaft, the lower gear adjacent to the upper gear and mounted to the rotary shaft; and
a driving device connected to the other end of the rotary shaft away from the upper gear. wherein the second plate comprises an inner circumferential surface, the inner circumferential surface forms a plurality of inner teeth, the fourth plate comprises an outer circumferential surface, the upper gear engages with the inner teeth, the outer circumferential surface forms a plurality of outer teeth, the lower gear engages with the outer teeth, the driving device brings the gear device to rotate, the upper gear brings the second plate, the lower gear brings the fourth plate to rotate along a direction opposite to the direction that the outer frame rotates.

9. The loading device of claim 8, wherein the first rods rotate opposite to the rotation of the second rods.

10. The loading device of claim 8, wherein the second rods are arranged in a second circle.

11. The loading device of claim 8, wherein the rotary shaft passes through a center of the lower gear.

12. The loading device of claim 8, wherein the outer frame comprises an upper connection portion, the upper connection portion comprises a first pole, a second pole connecting with the first pole, and a upper shaft portion positioned at a joint between the first pole and the second pole.

13. The loading device of claim 8, wherein the outer frame comprises a lower connection portion, the lower connection portion comprises a third pole, a fourth pole connecting with the third pole, and a lower shaft portion positioned at a joint between the third pole and the fourth pole.
15. The loading device of claim 8, wherein a distance between each two adjacent first rods is greater than a diameter of each second rod.